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NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLERThree signs you need this book:1) Chicken fingers qualify

as adventurous. (Hey, they’re not nuggets.)2) You live in fear of the white stuff touching the

green stuff.3) Family dinner? What’s family dinner? When Jenny Rosenstrach’s kids were little,

her dinner rotation looked like this: Pasta, Pizza, Pasta, Burgers, Pasta. It made her crazy—not

only because of the mind-numbing repetition, but because she loved to cook and missed her

prekid, ketchup-free dinners. Her solution? A family adventure: She and her husband, Andy,

would cook thirty new dishes in a single month—and her kids would try them all. Was it nuts for

two working parents to take on this challenge? Yes. But did it transform family dinner from

stressful grind to happy ritual? Completely. Here, Rosenstrach—creator of the beloved blog

and book Dinner: A Love Story—shares her story, offering weekly meal plans, tons of

organizing tips, and eighty-plus super-simple, kid-vetted recipes. Stuck in a rut? Ready to

reboot dinner? Whether you’ve never turned on a stove or you’re just starved for inspiration,

this book is your secret weapon.Praise for Dinner: The Playbook “Your hard-to-please crew will

wolf down these inventive ways to introduce ‘fancy’ foods. Jenny Rosenstrach created them for

her family, and she swears you’ll be shocked by the clean plates. . . . Dinner: The Playbook

mixes ‘You can do this’ inspiration, practical planning, and easy recipes [with] hard-earned

wisdom for getting a kid-pleasing meal on the table, night after night.”—Redbook “The master

of simple, low-stress cooking. You might know her from her blog, Dinner, A Love Story; her new

book, Dinner: The Playbook, is full of the same secret strategies for busy women.”—

Glamour“Families and novice cooks who accept Rosenstrach’s challenge will definitely find a

few ‘keepers’ here.”—Library Journal“Jenny Rosenstrach has truly mastered the art of the

happy family dinner. This is the most sensible advice on cooking for kids I’ve ever seen: no

gimmicks, no tricks, just practical advice for working parents. I wish this book had been around

when my son was small.”—Ruth Reichl “This book is for anyone who loves the promise of a

home-cooked dinner but gets bogged down by the day-to-day reality of it: picky kids, picky

spouses, the extinction of the nine-to-five workday, and the pressure—oh, the pressure—to get

it on the table before everyone collapses into a hangry (hungry + angry) meltdown. Which is to

say that this book is for me, me, me. And I bet it’s for you too.”—Deb Perelman, author of The

Smitten Kitchen Cookbook“Well, Jenny Rosenstrach, on the behalf of my whole family, thanks

for the most practical—and yet still inspired—cookbook on our shelf. You are singularly

responsible for my return to the kitchen.”—Kelly Corrigan, author of Glitter and Glue “Jenny

Rosenstrach is warm, wise and a genius when it comes to dinners.”—Joanna Goddard,

blogger, A Cup of Jo
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ForDinner: A Love Storyblog readers…and stressed-out parents everywhere.You are my

people!
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INTRODUCTIONA few years ago, I started a blog called Dinner: A Love Story. I started it

because, well, because I had lost my job and I needed something to do with myself. But I also

started it because I felt like dinner—specifically family dinner—was getting a bad rap. Instead

of being a ritual to look forward to, a gathering place where everyone could swap stories and

reconnect with each other after a jam-packed day, eating dinner together had become a source

of stress for a lot of us, a thousand-piece puzzle that couldn’t be solved. Even though most

parents want to make it happen regularly, and even though most parents know how many good

things can come from sitting down with their kids at the end of the day, it’s just too hard to

organize a homemade meal, too overwhelming to figure out what to cook, too impossible to

coordinate schedules, too frustrating to feed picky eaters. And, hey, why bother when it’s so

easy to just crank the oven to 400°F and heat up any one of the pizzas, tacos, or boxes of

chicken nuggets in the freezer?I called my blog “a love story” because—with the exception of

a few harrowing years when my two daughters were toddlers—family dinner has, for the most

part, been a romance, a haven, a magnetic north, the direction I am headed every day, no

matter what chaos is going on outside the four walls of my kitchen. I was lucky enough to work

as a food editor in magazines for many years, so I’d amassed a pretty solid archive of family-

friendly recipes and organizing strategies. I launched the blog with the idea that I could take all

that I had learned and help people turn dinner into their own love story. I went live on March 18,

2010, with a post called “Weaning Them Off the Nugget.” Four years, one book, and millions of

readers later, I’ve written nearly nine hundred posts covering family dinner from every angle

imaginable: from easy recipes to pep talks to shopping tutorials to entertaining with kids to

vacation dinners to holiday dinners to convincing the kids to talk at the table to cookbook

reviews to kitchen gear recommendations to stories—hundreds and hundreds of stories about

how a real family makes it work every day. I even make a point to periodically show images of

family dinner in popular culture—from The Incredibles to Annie Hall to Fantastic Mr. Fox. You

might say I’ve drilled deep on the topic.In spite of this, what question do you think I get asked

most by my readers?It isn’t “What should I make tonight?” or “What is your favorite dinner?” or

“You sure this is the best use of a college degree?”It’s this: Where do I start?And after four

years, I finally have an answer: You start with a calendar, a strategy, a well-considered batch of

simple recipes, and a monthlong commitment to making dinner happen.That’s where I started:



With 30 days and 30 dinners. Simple dinners—like the ones in this book. A decade later,

though work and extracurriculars threaten to destabilize our busy, fragile atom of a household

every day of the week, we’re still sitting down together every night and, unless I’m in major

denial, still reaping the rewards.Here’s how we got there. The Great Dinner Rut of 2006Long

before I launched the blog, and even before I started keeping my Dinner Diary (in which I’ve

recorded every meal I’ve cooked since February 22, 1998. For real!), sitting down to a meal

together had always played a disproportionately large role in my relationship with my husband,

Andy. It had started during our courtship in college, when we’d celebrate finishing a paper on

early Pequot Indian poetry by treating ourselves to a dinner out at the fancy Italian place—the

place that introduced us to a strange cheese called Gorgonzola (what’s up, early ’90s?) and

served a tiramisù that was about as delicate as a four-by-four. Dinner remained the bright spot

of our day when we first got married and had entire weekends to devote to expanding our

recipe repertoires, subwaying it all over Brooklyn, where we lived at the time, and the outer

boroughs of New York City hunting down tamarind concentrate for some New York Times

recipe that we really had no business attempting, given our limited culinary chops. Dinner was

especially sacred for us when our two babies were babies and we’d sink into our kitchen chairs

after their bedtime to a ritual that was simple, delicious, and kind of magical in its replenishing

power. We’d sit down, just the two of us, and have our first conversation of the day that wasn’t

about Pablo the Backyardigan, then clean up the table without Dustbustering the Cheerios

under the hulking, space-eating high chair. Until that point in my life, I never knew how much

my identity as a grown-up was wrapped up in a homemade spinach omelet and a glass of

Chardonnay.But as our daughters grew their way through the toddler phase seemingly in

unison (they are only twenty months apart), we started to feel like our adult-only dinners after

the kids went to bed were a form of cheating. We had both been raised in families where

dinnertime was a command performance, where everyone sat down together. Why weren’t we

at least trying to do the same thing? Maybe, we thought over a quick Bolognese one night,

maybe we should try folding our actual family into family dinner?This didn’t go quite as

smoothly as we had hoped.There was the time issue. Or, perhaps more accurately phrased:

the lack-of-time issue. We were both working full-time and not usually walking in the door until

six thirty or seven, at which point it felt like someone might have announced over a

loudspeaker: “And they’re off!” With the girls’ eight-thirty bedtime (and bath time and story time

and please-just-one-more-story time) looming over us, we heard the ticking of a stopwatch (or

was it a time bomb?) throughout the entire evening. We hardly ever considered a recipe unless

it had the word quick in the title, and it turned out that was an accurate way to describe not just

the making of dinner but the consumption of it. Our family meals when the girls were three and

four years old lasted, on average, two minutes and thirteen seconds. Catching up on the day’s

events? Savoring the Chicken Parmesan? Having a conversation? That part of the ritual

seemed to be for other families in other universes.I’d say the biggest dinner obstacle we faced,

though, was something we identified early on as ingestus particulare, a condition more

commonly known as picky eating. Abby, our then-three-year-old, had only a few meals that one

might slot in the “surefire” category: plain pasta, plain rice, plain breaded chicken cutlets.

Naturally, two of Abby’s “surefires” perfectly overlapped with her four-year-old sister Phoebe’s

“nonstarters.” This was terribly frustrating for two tired parents who were just trying to make

one meal that everyone would eat. We were so psyched that Phoebe was somehow born to

love any kind of seafood—oysters, clams, salmon, smoked trout, once even shark. (We spent a

lot of those years knocking on wood.) But where family dinner was concerned, this impressive

feat meant nothing, given that her sister would pretend to like flounder for a bite or two, before



realizing how much more fun it would be to see what flounder looked like when it was chewed

up and spat out on her plate. In other words, even though we had built a pretty solid archive of

dinners during our years as (childless) kitchen enthusiasts, it suddenly seemed that all those

years had been for naught. Where we’d once approach dinner by asking, “What are we in the

mood for tonight?” (or, even more luxuriously, “What is good at the market today?”), now it

was, “What can we make for the girls tonight that won’t ignite a revolt?” We started calling this

small pool of dinners our Lowest Common Denominator Meals. And they tasted every bit as

exciting as they sound. If you took one look at my dinner diary during that long stretch in 2006,

you would notice a lot of one-word meal descriptions:Cutlets, BURGERS, PizzaThen the week

following:Cutlets, BURGERS, PizzaThen:……………………….. BURGERS, Cutlets,

CutletsThen:……………………….. Pizza, Pizza, BURGERSThen:………………………..

BURGERS, BURGERS, CutletsWe had fallen into what we came to call the Great Dinner Rut

of 2006.And one day, I just decided, to hell with it. If cooking was ever going to be rewarding

again, if the kids were going to develop a sense of adventure around food and learn to try new

things, if we held out any hope of establishing a family dinner ritual that resembled the ones we

had grown up with, well, then, I needed to do something. I needed to break out of the rut. Like

immediately. I mean, how many bone-dry turkey burgers can a woman be expected to eat in

the course of two weeks?So on January 14, 2007, we launched Operation 30 Days, 30

Dinners. Thirty brand-new dinners in thirty days. I have no idea how I came up with this idea. I

suppose I recognized on some level that the rut was so deep that I needed to do something

drastic and goal-oriented. And for whatever reason, it felt like an all-or-nothing proposition: If I

wanted the girls to be on board with me, I had to fully inhabit the mission and turn it into a

Capital-E Event. This is the way it would work: Andy and I would cook a new dinner every

single night for a month—brand-new to me and Andy, and brand-new to the girls. New dishes,

new ingredients, new colors, new textures and techniques. All those recipes collecting dust in

the Someday-We’ll-Make-This File? All those fabulous restaurant meals we’d eat, then say, “I

wish the girls would let us make this at home”? All those cookbook pages that had been dog-

eared by some pre-kid-era imposter…me!? Now was the time to try those recipes. Now was

the time to take back dinner.

INTRODUCTIONA few years ago, I started a blog called Dinner: A Love Story. I started it

because, well, because I had lost my job and I needed something to do with myself. But I also

started it because I felt like dinner—specifically family dinner—was getting a bad rap. Instead

of being a ritual to look forward to, a gathering place where everyone could swap stories and

reconnect with each other after a jam-packed day, eating dinner together had become a source

of stress for a lot of us, a thousand-piece puzzle that couldn’t be solved. Even though most

parents want to make it happen regularly, and even though most parents know how many good

things can come from sitting down with their kids at the end of the day, it’s just too hard to

organize a homemade meal, too overwhelming to figure out what to cook, too impossible to

coordinate schedules, too frustrating to feed picky eaters. And, hey, why bother when it’s so

easy to just crank the oven to 400°F and heat up any one of the pizzas, tacos, or boxes of

chicken nuggets in the freezer?I called my blog “a love story” because—with the exception of

a few harrowing years when my two daughters were toddlers—family dinner has, for the most

part, been a romance, a haven, a magnetic north, the direction I am headed every day, no

matter what chaos is going on outside the four walls of my kitchen. I was lucky enough to work

as a food editor in magazines for many years, so I’d amassed a pretty solid archive of family-

friendly recipes and organizing strategies. I launched the blog with the idea that I could take all



that I had learned and help people turn dinner into their own love story. I went live on March 18,

2010, with a post called “Weaning Them Off the Nugget.” Four years, one book, and millions of

readers later, I’ve written nearly nine hundred posts covering family dinner from every angle

imaginable: from easy recipes to pep talks to shopping tutorials to entertaining with kids to

vacation dinners to holiday dinners to convincing the kids to talk at the table to cookbook

reviews to kitchen gear recommendations to stories—hundreds and hundreds of stories about

how a real family makes it work every day. I even make a point to periodically show images of

family dinner in popular culture—from The Incredibles to Annie Hall to Fantastic Mr. Fox. You

might say I’ve drilled deep on the topic.In spite of this, what question do you think I get asked

most by my readers?It isn’t “What should I make tonight?” or “What is your favorite dinner?” or

“You sure this is the best use of a college degree?”It’s this: Where do I start?And after four

years, I finally have an answer: You start with a calendar, a strategy, a well-considered batch of

simple recipes, and a monthlong commitment to making dinner happen.That’s where I started:

With 30 days and 30 dinners. Simple dinners—like the ones in this book. A decade later,

though work and extracurriculars threaten to destabilize our busy, fragile atom of a household

every day of the week, we’re still sitting down together every night and, unless I’m in major

denial, still reaping the rewards.Here’s how we got there. The Great Dinner Rut of 2006Long

before I launched the blog, and even before I started keeping my Dinner Diary (in which I’ve

recorded every meal I’ve cooked since February 22, 1998. For real!), sitting down to a meal

together had always played a disproportionately large role in my relationship with my husband,

Andy. It had started during our courtship in college, when we’d celebrate finishing a paper on

early Pequot Indian poetry by treating ourselves to a dinner out at the fancy Italian place—the

place that introduced us to a strange cheese called Gorgonzola (what’s up, early ’90s?) and

served a tiramisù that was about as delicate as a four-by-four. Dinner remained the bright spot

of our day when we first got married and had entire weekends to devote to expanding our

recipe repertoires, subwaying it all over Brooklyn, where we lived at the time, and the outer

boroughs of New York City hunting down tamarind concentrate for some New York Times

recipe that we really had no business attempting, given our limited culinary chops. Dinner was

especially sacred for us when our two babies were babies and we’d sink into our kitchen chairs

after their bedtime to a ritual that was simple, delicious, and kind of magical in its replenishing

power. We’d sit down, just the two of us, and have our first conversation of the day that wasn’t

about Pablo the Backyardigan, then clean up the table without Dustbustering the Cheerios

under the hulking, space-eating high chair. Until that point in my life, I never knew how much

my identity as a grown-up was wrapped up in a homemade spinach omelet and a glass of

Chardonnay.But as our daughters grew their way through the toddler phase seemingly in

unison (they are only twenty months apart), we started to feel like our adult-only dinners after

the kids went to bed were a form of cheating. We had both been raised in families where

dinnertime was a command performance, where everyone sat down together. Why weren’t we

at least trying to do the same thing? Maybe, we thought over a quick Bolognese one night,

maybe we should try folding our actual family into family dinner?This didn’t go quite as

smoothly as we had hoped.There was the time issue. Or, perhaps more accurately phrased:

the lack-of-time issue. We were both working full-time and not usually walking in the door until

six thirty or seven, at which point it felt like someone might have announced over a

loudspeaker: “And they’re off!” With the girls’ eight-thirty bedtime (and bath time and story time

and please-just-one-more-story time) looming over us, we heard the ticking of a stopwatch (or

was it a time bomb?) throughout the entire evening. We hardly ever considered a recipe unless

it had the word quick in the title, and it turned out that was an accurate way to describe not just



the making of dinner but the consumption of it. Our family meals when the girls were three and

four years old lasted, on average, two minutes and thirteen seconds. Catching up on the day’s

events? Savoring the Chicken Parmesan? Having a conversation? That part of the ritual

seemed to be for other families in other universes.I’d say the biggest dinner obstacle we faced,

though, was something we identified early on as ingestus particulare, a condition more

commonly known as picky eating. Abby, our then-three-year-old, had only a few meals that one

might slot in the “surefire” category: plain pasta, plain rice, plain breaded chicken cutlets.

Naturally, two of Abby’s “surefires” perfectly overlapped with her four-year-old sister Phoebe’s

“nonstarters.” This was terribly frustrating for two tired parents who were just trying to make

one meal that everyone would eat. We were so psyched that Phoebe was somehow born to

love any kind of seafood—oysters, clams, salmon, smoked trout, once even shark. (We spent a

lot of those years knocking on wood.) But where family dinner was concerned, this impressive

feat meant nothing, given that her sister would pretend to like flounder for a bite or two, before

realizing how much more fun it would be to see what flounder looked like when it was chewed

up and spat out on her plate. In other words, even though we had built a pretty solid archive of

dinners during our years as (childless) kitchen enthusiasts, it suddenly seemed that all those

years had been for naught. Where we’d once approach dinner by asking, “What are we in the

mood for tonight?” (or, even more luxuriously, “What is good at the market today?”), now it

was, “What can we make for the girls tonight that won’t ignite a revolt?” We started calling this

small pool of dinners our Lowest Common Denominator Meals. And they tasted every bit as

exciting as they sound. If you took one look at my dinner diary during that long stretch in 2006,

you would notice a lot of one-word meal descriptions:Cutlets, BURGERS, PizzaThen the week

following:Cutlets, BURGERS, PizzaThen:……………………….. BURGERS, Cutlets,

CutletsThen:……………………….. Pizza, Pizza, BURGERSThen:………………………..

BURGERS, BURGERS, CutletsWe had fallen into what we came to call the Great Dinner Rut

of 2006.And one day, I just decided, to hell with it. If cooking was ever going to be rewarding

again, if the kids were going to develop a sense of adventure around food and learn to try new

things, if we held out any hope of establishing a family dinner ritual that resembled the ones we

had grown up with, well, then, I needed to do something. I needed to break out of the rut. Like

immediately. I mean, how many bone-dry turkey burgers can a woman be expected to eat in

the course of two weeks?So on January 14, 2007, we launched Operation 30 Days, 30

Dinners. Thirty brand-new dinners in thirty days. I have no idea how I came up with this idea. I

suppose I recognized on some level that the rut was so deep that I needed to do something

drastic and goal-oriented. And for whatever reason, it felt like an all-or-nothing proposition: If I

wanted the girls to be on board with me, I had to fully inhabit the mission and turn it into a

Capital-E Event. This is the way it would work: Andy and I would cook a new dinner every

single night for a month—brand-new to me and Andy, and brand-new to the girls. New dishes,

new ingredients, new colors, new textures and techniques. All those recipes collecting dust in

the Someday-We’ll-Make-This File? All those fabulous restaurant meals we’d eat, then say, “I

wish the girls would let us make this at home”? All those cookbook pages that had been dog-

eared by some pre-kid-era imposter…me!? Now was the time to try those recipes. Now was

the time to take back dinner.I did not expect thirty days of sunshine and rainbows. I did not

enter into this (OK, somewhat insane) challenge thinking it was going to be easy or even

necessarily effective. I certainly had no delusions that it would forever change the landscape of

our dinner table.But, amazingly, it sort of…did.Don’t get me wrong here. I do not mean to

suggest that every meal garnered an A+ from every diner every night. Nor do I mean to

suggest that we were walking through the door and whipping up Mario Batali’s beef-cheek



ravioli on a Tuesday and Thomas Keller’s pan-fried trout on a Wednesday. Remember, we are

talking about kids. Kids and eating, no less. Which means that success is always going to be

relative. If you asked me how many meals from the original thirty we still make today, six years

later (see My Thirty Dinners for the full lineup), I’d estimate it at six or seven keepers,

depending on which way the wind is blowing on soup. (Some days they look at me like I’m

Cruella De Vil when I serve it, and some days they pick up their bowls and lick them cleaner

than Iris, our Boston terrier, ever could.)But in the end, adding new recipes to the repertoire

was almost beside the point. As I wrote about in my first book, Dinner: A Love Story, the result

of our experiment ended up being something I had never expected: Over the course of those

intense thirty days—working full-time, have I mentioned that?—we gave our tired repertoire a

much-needed shot of inspiration, we exposed our daughters to new things, and, most

important, we started the long process of locating, then flexing, then building up their

adventure muscles. Which is a long way of saying that it became normal for our kids to Try New

Things. And when we had kids who approached the table with that mindset, we found

ourselves in a whole new world.How is this even possible? you ask. And are you sure you have

not been sniffing some of that white pepper you occasionally sneak onto the kids’ chicken?I am

here to tell you that healthy, wholesome, sane, enjoyable, and enjoyably messy family dinners

are possible. And this book is going to help you get there.Remember Abby, from a few pages

ago, who was famous for taking one reluctant bite of flounder, chewing it for about eight

minutes, then horking it up on her plate? She’s now 10 years old, and last week, she did the

honors of placing the family order at our local Japanese restaurant. (Our favorite way to

celebrate a week of home-cooked dinners? A Friday night out.) These words actually came out

of her once fish-hating (but really, really sweet, I swear) little mouth: “Two orders shrimp siu

mai, one order salmon teriyaki, one yellowtail scallion roll, six pieces salmon sushi, one piece

red snapper, and one spicy shrimp tempura roll.” And then, for good measure, “Does that come

with miso soup?”(Yes, I just turned into the mother who brags about her kid eating sushi. To

preempt any eye-rolling, I’d like to remind you that my other daughter, Phoebe, doesn’t like

pasta. Pasta, the easiest, cheapest, most conventionally kid-friendly food on earth. And neither

of my girls likes eggs. I’d trade sushi for those two aces in the hole any day.)Are there things

Abby still doesn’t eat? Yes. Is it possible that the sheer act of growing up helped her along with

her fish issue as much as any thirty-day parent-inflicted dinnertime torture did? Of course.

Some aversions might not ever go away. (See: eggs.) This is not a book that’s going to solve

your every picky-eater need, nor will it cure once and for all the Sibling Shouting Syndrome

infecting small diners across the country. But if you follow the instructions laid out for you and

stick to the plan, I can pretty much guarantee that you will start thinking about dinner differently

and that, as a happy result, your kids probably will, too.Like, for instance, instead of thinking

about dinner as one more task to check off your endless to-do list, you will start thinking of it

as your reward for checking the tasks off your endless to-do list. Instead of thinking of it as a

source of anxiety, you will think of it as a form of therapy, as the time of day when you finally

get a breather. And instead of resenting the relentlessness of it—My God, is it here again?

Didn’t I just make a whole stinking pot of meatballs yesterday?—you might even come to

cherish dinner’s role as your family’s North Star. And also, you and your children will eat

incredibly well. I promise.READY?

MY 30 DINNERSBefore we begin, I thought you’d like to see the final lineup of dinners that

Andy and I made for our 30-day challenge (including their report card grades) back in 2007.

More than twenty were successfully consumed, and about a half dozen are still in heavy



rotation today (and oh, what a delicious half dozen they are!), but maybe you’ll have better luck

with the other twenty-four in your house. If I’ve learned anything in my years writing about

family dinners, it’s that one parent’s failure is another parent’s victory. The most I can do is give

you options, strategies, and someone to blame (me!) if it all goes south.All grades administered

by me, based on a combination of factors: how easy the meal was to prepare, how many

people at the table liked it, and how brutal the cleanup was.DAY 1:Peanut Butter Noodles

(Sesame Noodles)**Grade: B+DAY 2:Spaghetti Omelet*Grade: BDAY 3:Salmon in Braised

TomatoesGrade: B+DAY 4: Braised Beef Short Ribs**(or Slow-Cooker Korean Short

Ribs)Grade: ADAY 5:Lamb Burgers with Chutney Potatoes*Grade: A-DAY 6:Orecchiette with

Sausage and Broccoli**Grade: A-DAY 7:Tortilla Soup*Grade: B-DAY 8:Prosciutto, Cheddar,

and Apple SandwichGrade: A-DAY 9:Shrimp (or Fish) Tacos on Homemade Tortillas*Grade: A

+DAY 10:Chicken with Bacony Brussels Sprouts**Grade: ADAY 11:Shrimp CurryGrade: A-DAY

12:Steak Salad with Horseradish Dressing*Grade: BDAY 13:Salmon with Peas and MintGrade:

B+DAY 14:Swedish Meatballs**Grade: B+DAY 15:Tomato White Bean Soup with

Shrimp**Grade: B+DAY 16:Mustard Pork Chops with GnocchiGrade: B+DAY 17:Pasta with

Arugula, Pine Nuts, and ParmesanGrade: B+DAY 18:Market Salad with Green Goddess

DressingGrade: BDAY 19:Trout with Beans and Almonds*Grade: ADAY 20:Cranberry-Glazed

Pork TenderloinGrade: BDAY 21:Pan-Fried Whole Wheat PizzasGrade: A-DAY 22:Cioppino

(aka Tomato Fish Stew)Grade: ADAY 23:Veal Scallopini with Garlicky SpinachGrade: B/B+DAY

24:Vietnamese Lettuce Wraps*Grade: B+DAY 25:Chicken Stew with Biscuits*Grade: B+DAY

26:Roasted Salmon with LentilsGrade: B+DAY 27:Grilled Chicken with Peanut Curry

SauceGrade: B/B+DAY 28:Lamb Chops, Broiled Tomato, and CouscousGrade: A-DAY

29:Sweet-Potato LasagnaGrade: B-DAY 30:Citrusy Soy Swordfish with Soba NoodlesGrade: A-

* You can find the recipe on my blog, .** You can find the recipe in my first book, Dinner: A Love

Story.
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What You Need, Use What You Have, and Enjoy It Like Never Before, See You on Sunday: A

Cookbook for Family and Friends, Grains for Every Season: Rethinking Our Way with Grains,

At Home in the Kitchen: Simple Recipes from a Chef's Night Off [A Cookbook]

crunchymama82, “good recipes. Loving this book so far! Great recipes and tips, starting to

save our dinners each week! The only complaint I have is there are a ton of vegetarian dinners,

which we don’t dig. We tend to like to have a meat protein with dinner or my hubby complains

lol! Some good recipes for our picky lo. Also, many salmon recipes which again, we don’t do in

our house, unfortunately. All in all, great for busy fams!”

David E. Allgeier, “The book I've been waiting for my whole life... REALLY.. Jenny's recipes are

delicious and fast, but it's really her tone and confidence that made me love this book. I've

been living on eating out, carryout, fresh ravioli, mac n'cheese, and other cheese/bread

variations for decades. It didn't really bother me until I had kids (ages 3 and 0). I wanted to

break the cycle of Not Really Cooking and this helped me do it. I'm on Week Two of home

cooking most nights. Even if I can't cook the actual meal for whatever reason everything is to

go and my partner does it. Thank you thank you!”

MI Book Shopper, “and enjoy the blog. I have been in a rut with dinner lately. I own the first

cookbook by Rosenstrach, and enjoy the blog, so I was looking forward to the new book. I

really appreciate the weekly dinner plan format, because to me, the planning is the most

tedious part of cooking. I wish more books existed that had a full week of meal plans, taking

into account the partial use of ingredients and helping you use up leftovers. As soon as I read

through the book, I flagged several pages and have made four of the recipes in the book so far.

All were delicious. Highly recommend.”

UNCED, “WINNER!. It's one thing to say that "Family Dinner" is important, quite another to

actually do it. We're all so busy and crammed with activities so it's difficult to get it all together,

especially if you are working or otherwise busy and your kids are picky eaters (aren't

everyone's?). This book, which follows in the style of Jenny's blog (Dinner, a Love Story) tells

you how. WHAT A WINNER! Not just good recipes, but a game plan on how you and your

family can make Family Dinner happen -- and be happy about it. She not only sets out a game

plan, but offers loads of helpful tidbits everywhere, like in The Kitchen Dump Section, where

there's some info on what to do with bruised apples. And, for picky eaters, a suggestion to

"rename" a dish so it will sound more appealing and maybe get your child to try it.I especially

liked the advice to have your children look at pictures of food, to see what they find appealing.

Why didn't I ever think of that?And I also especially like that she recommends shopping with

your children. What better way to spend some time talking to your children than in a

supermarket where you can distinguish colors for the youngest ones, show the scale and how

it works to your grade schoolers, ask your older children to figure out how much 3 pounds of

peaches cost, show your children the long list of ingredients on the junk food labels? You may

not consider this an adventure, but you get to do what you have to and spend some quality

time with your children too.BRAVO Jenny.Jenny never preaches. This is all just sound, practical

advice to help take the stress out of planning, shopping, cooking and finally, eating dinner

together as a family. Your game plan may not be hers. You may choose different recipes. But

the concept of considering, planning, shopping, cooking and dining with family is now a lot



easier if you use this wonderful book.Btw, the recipes are easy. The Sticky Pomegranate

Chicken Pieces have 4 ingredients and taste awesome. Also loved the Miso Glazed Salmon.”

J. DeClue, “Great recipes, great guideline to making family dinner happen. Love the recipes the

most. Not a huge fan of the stylized underlining and bolding of text throughout the beginning

pages of the book (this style does not continue through to the recipes, thankfully). She has a lot

of great ideas in the meal plan/prep section, and we have quite a few recipes from this book

that have become mainstays of our weekly meals.”

Carol Evans, “The book 100% expanded the palates of my 6- and 9- year old boys.. The book

100% expanded the palates of my 6- and 9- year old boys. I did "the plan" last fall. The huge

takeaway from this book: It removed all of the *drama* of whether or not kids like what is for

dinner. While we did the plan, so for a month, no one was allowed to complain about any part

of the meal. The drama cycle was broken. In addition, or perhaps as a byproduct of that, I

serve a wide range of foods for dinners now--some they like, some they don't, but it's just what

it is. I think the drama was so irritating before doing this plan, I stayed away from most foods

that would cause a revolt. Now they taste a lot of different foods and we all eat together

(instead of pasta for the kids, and dinner #2- a "real" dinner for the adults). Only about 5

recipes from the book are still in "rotation" for regular dinners in our house--so it's not a book I

refer to much anymore--but it 100% served its purpose of getting the family to eat together. I

highly recommend it as a fun, neat idea of how to push the reset button for good habits.”

Jonathan, “Preplanning is Critical For Home Cooking Success, and This Book Helps You Do it.

Great book, similar ideas to first book but less about her and more clear on purpose. I bought it

mostly for the additional simple recipes. Cooking at home saves us so much money each

month, this book easily pays for itself.Full review here http://www.mymoneyblog.com/dinner-the-

playbook-book-review.html”

Nattymom, “Great Family Cookbook Very Reader Friendly. I LOVE this cookbook. I have made

probably half of the recipes in this book and my family likes all of them. They are simple and

easy to make with mostly fresh ingredients. I love that I can make my family a healthy dinner

without spending hours in the kitchen. Our favorites are the Roasted Chicken, Baked Salmon,

homemade macaroni and Egg Torte. The author has a section with quick and easy side dishes

and suggests a side dish for each recipe which takes some of the guess work out of meal

planning. There is a photo for every main dish in the book. Several of the recipes she will tell

you what you can prep ahead of time or which recipes are good to freeze extras of. I also love

that the recipes don't make massive amounts of food. They are designed for 2 adults and 2-3

kids which is perfect for us.”

The book by Jenny Rosenstrach has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 106 people have provided

feedback.
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